The National Strategy of Ecological Transition towards Sustainable Development 2015 – 2020
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  - Interministerial delegate for SD
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Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Development
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The national council of the ecological transition

- Environmental NGO’s (8 chairs)
- Social NGO’s (8 chairs)
- Unions (8 chairs)
- Businesses (8 chairs)
- Local authorities (8 chairs)
- Members of Parliament (8 chairs)
The Conférence environnementale: the annual stakeholders’ concertation & ecological transition roadmap
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The third NSDS since 2003
7+2 “sectorial” key-challenges of NSDS 2008-2013

7 EU SDS key-challenges
+ 2 : Governance and knowledge society
The Strategy 2015-2020 focuses on the ecological transition organized along a threefold cross-cutting approach
A vision towards 2020

1. Developing sustainable and resilient territories

2. Engaging in a circular and low-carbon economy

3. Preventing and reducing environmental, social and territorial inequalities
4. Inventing new economic and financial models

5. Accompanying the ecological transformation of economic activities

6. Guiding knowledge production, research and innovation towards ecological transition
Creating ownership of the ecological transition

7. Educating, training and raising awareness of the ecological transition towards SD

8. Mobilizing stakeholders at all levels

9. Promoting sustainable development at European and international levels
The strategy’s indicators

- 22 indicators for environmental challenges
- 17 top level indicators for strategic objectives
- 33 complementary indicators

39 essential indicator dashboard

A 72 indicator total set

Territorial breakouts

International benchmarking
A participative elaboration

Strategy draft

- Interministerial (senior SD officials & CDDEP)
- Ministry consultation (GDs & territorial services)
- Office of the Commissioner General for SG

Strategy completion

- Experts workshop
- Online consultation

Strategy adoption

- CNTE consultation
- CNTE adoption 26 January

4 February 2015
Council of ministries
The Strategy’s implementation

Ministerial strategies

Voluntary commitments

The Strategy ambassadors

SD territorial initiatives & local Agendas 21

The SNTEDD game
The voluntary commitments / what are they?

An approach:

• which developps a **strategic vision**, coherent with the Strategy’s orientations (**at least 4 axes/goals** addressed),
• set up and implemented in a participative way.
• covering the **all activity of the entity**
• going **beyond legal obligations**
• with **measurable objectives and actions**
• guided by a **progress ambition**
An annual progress report to the Parliament
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